The air is thick with dust as our cab zigzags to Heliopolis, a suburb of Cairo, which means 'Sun City' in Greek. This is where StudioZAT's office and apartment is located, where Sarah Warren, my director, and I will be staying for the next month to make a Canadian-Egyptian version of a play I wrote called First Draft. As we drive, Cairo seems to spin and lurch into the luminous sky, where close to twenty million people squeeze to work, rush to school, to army duty, to the mosque; and within grasp is a feeling that hasn't left many people since the Arab Spring revolution six years ago when protests unseated dictator, Hosni Mubarak. There is an overwhelming feeling of cynicism due to corruption and unfulfilled dreams. Egypt is full of complexity, and it is here that we will be sharing our play, First Draft, at Falaki Theater. It is here that we will be hosted like family and where the first CanadianEgyptian collaboration will happen.
First Draft is a play I wrote from a Canadian perspectiveoutward looking and global-growing from conversations I had with people in Toronto, in Kensington Market, in 2006 . It interrogates the nature of humanity's relationship with war and is a kaleidoscope where voices representing a capitalist worldview contrast with scenes that are set in a bunker under the earth after a global collapse. These scenes are inspired by E.M. Forster's The Machine Stops, a novella published in 1909, which is immediately relevant to our current context. Forster's novella explores a future world, a lonely desert landscape where the human desire for protection has erased all trust and meaningful interaction; where a machine now rules over humanity. In today's political climate, an age of overwhelming protectionism inflicted by governments all over the world, the need to collaborate across borders is more vital than before. The current global political narrative is xenophobicfrom the recent Brexit vote in the UK to Trump's executive orders on travel from seven predominantly Muslim countries-we see a backing away from human values. By making First Draft in a Muslim country with Arabic actors, exploring themes of anti-violence, we begin to expand this conversation and also to transcend these overarching narratives. We connect on the ground to artists and have the conversations in the rehearsal room, building our play from these conversations. The play was written with a Canadian voice, but the Soldier and Rose encompass the universal debate of war itself, and whether it is justifiable. It connects on a universal level. Talking with Sarah Warren about our process, she speaks about how having an open forum in the rehearsal room is key: "Making art is all about who is making it-the collective voice is the lens through which we view art." This is vital when we are working cross-culturally, and this idea of inclusivity of perspective was always at the heart of the play. Open Heart Surgery Theatre invites audiences into visceral worlds, and Warren mentions, "The main purpose of physical theatre is to communicate a message viscerally, to get an audience to actually experience something; to feel something. I painted a world of muted uniform jumpsuits, where the actors were workers in a world that is washing away. By ctr 172 fall 2017
A New Vision for Intercultural Theatre Practice | VIEWS AND REVIEWS embraced the sounds of the trains overhead and pushed the underground feeling in the play. In Cairo, the process was different. We were entering an overtly militarized state and were bringing in two languages and creating a piece that Warren wanted to adapt to the current political climate and to the cultural issues facing Cairo and the Middle East. She wanted to create an ensemble this time, reflecting the cacophony of Egyptian life itself, and to find ways to bring in the actors perspectives and voices into the piece-in this way, her direction has been a magnificent exploration of, not only the play and its world, but of the environments which we perform in and the audiences we perform for.
In Cairo, six actors perform the eighteen characters, including Ahmed Samy Wizzo performing alongside Passant Bassem as Student and Girl respectively, nameless characters in a nameless landscape. It is the Student who yearns to escape the machine and to discover the sky and to dream of a different life. This sentiment of wanting to release one's self from a system, and to escape from the feelings of powerlessness, is something that the Egyptian audience could relate to immediately. There is another scene featuring a mother, played by Noha Elkholy, who enters the stage breathlessly folding a flag while addressing the public, ironically thanking the country for replacing her son with a nicely folded flag. This layered emotion represents the paradox that is the political system in Egypt-the need to be armed, and yet, the harm that violent protest has caused.
The reactions of Egyptians we met to the political upheavals are extremely diverse and complex: some believe in armed resistance; others believe in the need for great transformation of the political system; while others are disillusioned. Samy explained to me after performing in the play that the monologue of his escape out of the bunker, for him, was about a yearning to re-find "a simple life" and to escape "the stresses of life here in Egypt." The viewpoint in First Draft is a hopeful one, and this was a long debate as we developed the play in rehearsal: What is peace and is it even possible? Sarah began here, with a question that she posed to the actors directly: What is life like here, in Cairo, and how does it connect to the messages in First Draft?
Bringing First Draft to Cairo has truly been an experiment in intercultural theatre practice, nurturing a new process of theatre making for our company, Open Heart Surgery Theatre (OHS). OHS is a new international theatre company based in Toronto and in London, UK, led by myself, and founded in 2013 by me, Alaine Hutton (Canada) and Elodie Monteau (France). After we left the Lecoq School in Paris, we knew we wanted to make work that was relevant and grew from the principles of physical theatre that we learned at school. The company has now branched out to include a diverse group of artists from varying artistic practices, including Viewpoints and Butoh, who are eager to make work that is physical, poetic, and intercultural. The mandate of the company is to create work that builds a bridge between cultures; that experiments with language and form in order to reach toward universality on stage-finding a theatre that can connect to everyone, while always acknowledging the local first. Through conversation and the exploration of local humour and dialogue, we begin to transplant the local into the play itself. This was something that Warren led in the rehearsal room in Cairo; for example, through improvisation the actors revealed local controversies, specific language and discourse, which all beginning in imagery, the audience sees something beyond language and this is what was exciting for us in Cairo." When we began developing this play in Cairo, we could sense immediately the potency of the subject matter and the questions that lay in the heart of the play-questions that are not culturally specific, but global: Will humanity ever escape its cycles of violence? In First Draft, the earth itself is symbolized by a serene white glowing ball (erased of its former diversity and beauty), and the characters in the future world are ruled by their imagination of what 'could be.' The character of Girl collects memories and catalogues all that has been forgotten in a vault, while the Student yearns to escape and see the sky. The play is a warning for audiences everywhere of a future world if we are not careful. The actors railed against injustice as the Tube rumbled above their heads. It was in Camden that Shady Khalaf, co-founder of StudioZAT, saw the play and had a strong reaction to the work: "Coleen, it's like you know Egyptian people," is what he said over a pixelated Skype conversation. Open Heart Surgery Theatre and StudioZAT then ecstatically teamed up to create an Arabic-English version for the play. Sarah Warren's perspective and vision shifted each time we have remounted the piece; it's a play that reflects the current political climate and the audiences who watch it. So the vision has always shaped itself to the particular environment that we were performing in. We began on the bare stage at Hart House Theatre with two actors, embracing a minimalistic aesthetic in order to allow the audience to imagine a world that is lost. When Warren directed the play again in London at Camden People's Theatre and then in The Vaults at Waterloo Station, many years later, the writing changed and drew from ideas in E.M. Forster's The Machine Stops. This feeling that we were stuck inside a machine, this feeling of powerlessness, seemed to be all the more present in 2014. Warren cast two females in the play at this time and created a more intimate production, which Noha Elkholy as Gun Salesman.
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found its way into the final Cairo version of First Draft. There is an episode in the play where the actors perform a local TV station, and within the fabric of the play, it allowed the audience to connect to context and meaning in a personal way. In this way, we are creating a kind of collaboration that works both ways. It is not the kind of 'universal theatre' where we ignore the other culture and subsume identity into a Western approach, it is a kind of theatre that holds discourse on stage and interrogates the hyphenated space through performance. We are just as interested in the experience of cultural exchange and the coming together of artists from different cultures as the creation of the final product and its connection to its audiences. The conversations among the collaborating artists are essential. We are in our infant days of developing this work and are continuously asking questions: How does this intersection of cultures play out on stage as a meaningful exchange both ways? What does it mean to have more than one language on stage for an audience? First Draft in Cairo was performed in English and Arabic. The intersection of languages created a division of worlds in the play, where the future world was set in an Arab landscape and where the past existed in a kind of mediated space-in English. For the audience this was destabilizing and also exciting, as a play in two languages is rare, and independent theatre is almost nonexistent in Cairo. But this idea of co-habiting the playing space through our two languages, to hear the actors perform the heart of the play in their own language, was essential. This made the Ahmed Samy Wizzo as the Student.
Shady Khalaf and Salma Maher in the opening sequence.
experience for the audience more meaningful and made the dialogue regarding a desire to escape all the more potent.
A place like StudioZAT is essential for Egyptian artists to learn and develop their practice. It is a sanctuary and a dedicated hub for performers, dancers, and directors; it is always filled with ctr 172 fall 2017
A New Vision for Intercultural Theatre Practice | VIEWS AND REVIEWS became a meeting point between Toronto and Cairo: between Canadian and English theatre makers and Egyptian theatre makers. Shady Khalaf had the desire to share the work with his audiences in Cairo and to reimagine the piece in light of its subject matter. To create a play entirely with Egyptian actors ensured that the play was about Egypt today, an Egypt with its own sociopolitical context, despite working with a Canadian script and director. Another way of playing against a hegemonic reality is that OHS is interested in small exchanges with small theatrical productions with small budgets, and with a vital and voracious desire to make the thing happen. The thing being: the play, the art, the dialogue, and the exchange. Moving forward from this point, we foster an equally meaningful relationship with our collaborators, as in Cairo. First Draft is the beginning of a longer relationship with the artists who make up StudioZAT and, through this exchange, we hope we made an impact for all that were involved.
In a cab ride back to the airport, Samy turns to me and says, "I don't know the word in English. But, because of this play, I now feel more alive." The word alive has a different timbre, a rumble from within, it's not the word but the timbre that I wish to capture now-and in this moment I realize: this is the reason why we made this play in Cairo, above anything else. We don't make this work for the grandness or gross profits down the road. It is for the small connections that create real-life bridges and about a flurry of people taking workshops, while cigarette smoke billows through the halls and Arabic rolls off tongues. The studio has only been in operation for two years, and yet, they have an immense network and following, which demonstrates a thirst for creative outlets and education in the city. When you arrive at StudioZAT (which means Studio of the Self ) you will sip karkadé tea in an office with a giant O window that peers out at a mishmash of dusty beige buildings that blend into the polluted backdrop. At a particular time in the morning when the windows are open, you will hear the hollering-singing voices of allah-akbar seemingly filling the whole world itself in prayer; you may wonder or stop to take a moment to think what it all means.
The intercultural debate cannot be ignored-the top-down approach of many international theatre makers (I am thinking of artists like Ariane Mnouchkine, Robert Wilson, Peter Brook) sometimes unknowingly highlights a colonial mandate. Often paired with large amounts of capital it's hard to erase a sense of elitism when making the work across cultures. It also sometimes subjugates the artists of Eastern countries in a kind of disappearing act, where power plays out on stage under a dominant narrative (that of the director). Even with Peter Brook's mandate of creating "cultural links," the work becomes his vision, and therefore it's hard to escape patterns of West to East appropriation. First Draft in Cairo grew from its London production, where London Falaki Theatre in Cairo, Egypt where First Draft was presented.
what brings artists together that is at the centre of this work. It is about bringing people in a room to listen to each other, to converse about their lives and realities, and it is for the artists to leave feeling a little more full than when they started that we make this kind of theatre.
We pass the third checkpoint, and the car halts by the gates; a man in uniform, with a rifle in hand, peers into the car and lets us pass. As I sit, heading back to Toronto, my heart fills with a new understanding, something that only art can do, something I hope will stay with me for a long time-so that I can continue to foster meaningful exchanges across difference, nurturing new connections based on our common humanity. This is a work of a lifetime, I think.
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